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“We are on the leading edge 
of  a true revolution in 
medicine one that promisesmedicine, one that promises 
to transform the traditional 
“one size fits all” approach 
into a much more powerful 
strategy that considers each 
individual as unique and as 
having special characteristics g p
that should guide an 
approach to staying healthy.”

(Collins 2010: xxiv)
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S. 976: S. 976: Genomics and Genomics and 
Personalized Medicine Act of 2007 Personalized Medicine Act of 2007 

110th CONGRESS
1st Session

To secure the promise of  personalized medicine for all Americans by expanding 
and accelerating genomics research and initiatives to improve the accuracy of  
disease diagnosis, increase the safety of  drugs, and identify novel treatments.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
March 23, 2007

Mr. OBAMA (for himself  and Mr. BURR) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and 
referred to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions

ReRe--individualization of Medicineindividualization of Medicine

 “Healthcare today is in crisis: it is expensive Healthcare today is in crisis: it is expensive, 
reactive, inefficient, and focused largely on one size 
fits all treatments for events of late stage disease.  
The answer is personalized, predictive, preventive 
and participatory medicine.”

(PMC 2009: 6, emphasis added) ( , p )
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Figure 1Figure 1

The Co-Production of Personalized Genomic Medicine
as a Boundary Object in Social Space (!)
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Personalized MedicinePersonalized Medicine

 ““Personalized healthcare is envisioned as a comprehensive Personalized healthcare is envisioned as a comprehensive 
approach incorporating geneapproach incorporating gene--biological information tobiological information toapproach, incorporating geneapproach, incorporating gene--biological information to biological information to 
understand each personunderstand each person’’s unique requirements for health s unique requirements for health 
maintenance, disease prevention and therapy tailored to maintenance, disease prevention and therapy tailored to 
genetic or molecular profiles. In addition, it includes genetic or molecular profiles. In addition, it includes 
consideration of each individualconsideration of each individual’’s environment, healths environment, health--
related behavior, culture and values. related behavior, culture and values. Thus, personalized Thus, personalized 
h lth p i t b p di ti p ti d ph lth p i t b p di ti p ti d p pti ithpti ithhealthcare promises to be predictive, preventive, and prehealthcare promises to be predictive, preventive, and pre--emptive, with emptive, with 
the potential to transform current healthcare into a valuethe potential to transform current healthcare into a value--based, based, 
patientpatient--centric healthcare system.centric healthcare system.””

((XuXu et al. 2008: 457, et al. 2008: 457, emphasis addedemphasis added) ) 
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 PersonalizedPersonalized

Virtues of Virtues of ““P4 MedicineP4 Medicine””

 PersonalizedPersonalized
 PreciselyPrecisely--targeted, targeted, ““iindividualizedndividualized”” via molecular identityvia molecular identity

 PredictivePredictive
 Preemptive, through prognosis and Preemptive, through prognosis and ““early detectionearly detection””

 PreventivePreventive
 Proactive, with focus on Proactive, with focus on ““optimizingoptimizing”” health/wellnesshealth/wellness

 ParticipatoryParticipatory
 PatientPatient--centered, empowering patients to take controlcentered, empowering patients to take control

As the Personalized Medicine 
Coalition stresses in describing 
PGM, “it is proactive and 
participatory, engaging patients in 
lifestyle choices and active health 
maintenance to compensate for 
genetic susceptibilities.”

(PMC 2009 2)(PMC 2009: 2)
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DD--TT--C marketing of PGMC marketing of PGM

 NavigenicsNavigenics:: ““ThereThere’’s DNA An then theres DNA An then there’’s what you dos what you do NavigenicsNavigenics: : ThereThere s DNA. An then theres DNA. An then there s what you do s what you do 
with it. …revealing your genetic predisposition for with it. …revealing your genetic predisposition for 
important health conditions and empowering you with important health conditions and empowering you with 
knowledge to help you take control of your future health.” knowledge to help you take control of your future health.” 

((NavigenicsNavigenics 2009)2009)

 DecodeMeDecodeMe:  :  ““GGetting to know your personal genome will etting to know your personal genome will 
empower you and provide you with a road map to improve empower you and provide you with a road map to improve 
your health.your health.””

((deCodeMedeCodeMe 2009)2009)

“The success of  personalized medicine 
will come about only when we each 
take responsibility for our health. 
Health care providers can help, but 
they cannot drive your bus. Each y y
chapter of  this book has concluded 
with a list of  things you can do now to 
take full advantage of  the potential for 
personal empowerment. If  you follow 
these recommendations, you will truly 
be on the leading edge of  this new 
revolution. But the edge will keep 
moving, and so it will be essential to 
upgrade your own knowledge base 
periodically.”

(Collins 2010: 278)
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 ““Designating physicians as gatekeepers for Designating physicians as gatekeepers for 
genetic information isn't just disempowering genetic information isn't just disempowering --
-- it's basically sticking healthcare in a time it's basically sticking healthcare in a time 
capsule for a decade or more, until physicians capsule for a decade or more, until physicians 
get up to speed. get up to speed. 

 This persistent paternalistic streak also reflects This persistent paternalistic streak also reflects 
a lack of faith in the evera lack of faith in the ever--more empowered more empowered 
patient, who is eagerly scouring the Internet patient, who is eagerly scouring the Internet 
for the latest research concerning their for the latest research concerning their 
condition. condition. 

 Like it or not, patients are not going to stop Like it or not, patients are not going to stop 
trying to understand ourselves, and our health trying to understand ourselves, and our health 
better What our genomes might tell us is justbetter What our genomes might tell us is justbetter. What our genomes might tell us is just better. What our genomes might tell us is just 
one more piece of the puzzle.”  one more piece of the puzzle.”  

(Goetz 2010)(Goetz 2010)

httphttp://://www.huffingtonpost.com/thomaswww.huffingtonpost.com/thomas--goetz/dnagoetz/dna--testtest--isis--youryour--dnadna--dang_b_616568.htmldang_b_616568.html

Internalized EmpowermentInternalized Empowerment

“Since being given the results of my test, my initial 
feelings of fear and depression have gradually been 
replaced by a sense of empowerment … ‘There is 
no need to worry, providing you change your 
lifestyle’ [the doctor] kept repeating.  So that is 
what I have decided to do. I now have the greatest g
possible incentive to change my way of life.”

Maitland (quoted in Harvey 2009: 372) 
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How this is a virtue?How this is a virtue?

Ultimately, the results of  the HGP ... will profoundly 
l h di l f i dialter our approach to medical care, from treating disease 

that is already advanced to a preventative mode focused 
on identification of  individual risk.  This should permit 
early initiation of  changes in lifestyle and medical 
surveillance, preventing individuals from becoming ill in 
the first place.

(Guyer and Collins 1993: 147)(Guyer and Collins 1993: 147)

A  Moral Stand  Against Paternalism? 

“Your genome is yours to manage as you like.”
(Knome 2008)

“We believe that your genetic information should be 
controlled by you... Though we store and help you y y g p y
interpret it, your genetic information is yours to have 
and explore. 23andMe provides you with all your data 
and will never withhold it from you.”

(23andMe 2008)
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Or Virtue of a necessity?Or Virtue of a necessity?

 Is patient empowerment a good thing because it Is patient empowerment a good thing because it 
i h i h hi d b i i hi h i h hi d b i i his the right thing to do,  or because it is  the is the right thing to do,  or because it is  the 
only way that PGM has any chance of actually only way that PGM has any chance of actually 
improving health outcomes? improving health outcomes? 

 IIss this a prudential virtue being dressed up as athis a prudential virtue being dressed up as a IIs s this a prudential virtue being dressed up as a this a prudential virtue being dressed up as a 
moral claim?  moral claim?  

 PharmacogenomicPharmacogenomic testing to optimize drugtesting to optimize drug

PharmacogenomicPharmacogenomic rebuttalrebuttal

 PharmacogenomicPharmacogenomic testing to optimize drug testing to optimize drug 
regimens regimens goes beyond lifestyle planning as a goes beyond lifestyle planning as a result result 
of of PGM.PGM.

 It It is not clear that patient control will increase is not clear that patient control will increase 
beyond existing beyond existing medical practices of shared medical practices of shared 
d i id i i kiki d i f dd i f ddecisiondecision--making making and informed consent. and informed consent. 
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Why it mattersWhy it matters

 Empowerment goes beyond achieving health Empowerment goes beyond achieving health 
goals because it confers: goals because it confers: 
 NNew rights and privileges which are coupled withew rights and privileges which are coupled with

 NNew complementary responsibilities,  which helpew complementary responsibilities,  which help

 Ensure that empowered patients make the right Ensure that empowered patients make the right 
kinds of healthkinds of health--producing choices. producing choices. 

From rights to responsibilitiesFrom rights to responsibilities

 ““At DNA Direct, we believe that testing is about At DNA Direct, we believe that testing is about 
empowerment empowerment –– your body and your health are ultimately your body and your health are ultimately 
your responsibility and your genes offer tremendous insight your responsibility and your genes offer tremendous insight 
into personal, medical and lifestyle choices.into personal, medical and lifestyle choices.””

(Ryan Phelan, Founder & CEO of DNA Direct)(Ryan Phelan, Founder & CEO of DNA Direct)
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In ConclusionIn Conclusion

 Most of the ELSI discussion of PGM has focused on the Most of the ELSI discussion of PGM has focused on the 
external constraints that challenge its success: providerexternal constraints that challenge its success: providerexternal constraints that challenge its success:  provider external constraints that challenge its success:  provider 
education, test efficicy,  social repercussions.   But even the education, test efficicy,  social repercussions.   But even the 
internal virtues of PGM require attention as things move internal virtues of PGM require attention as things move 
forward.forward.

 If there PGM provides no extra leverage to patients to take If there PGM provides no extra leverage to patients to take 
control their health care from health professionals,  it does not control their health care from health professionals,  it does not 
““empowerempower””. . pp

 To that extent,  it does not impose any extra responsiblities To that extent,  it does not impose any extra responsiblities 
either. either. 
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